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CONQUEST UPDATE
For the Roman Year

2017
As of the Great American Eclipse of August 21, 2017…
And since the opening of Revelation’s First Seal on 9-11-2001…
Daniel’s “King of the North” –
the President(s) of the United States, Inc.
the
RIDER OF THE WHITE HORSE…
Has overthrown, bombed, and/or conquered the following sovereign countries:

Rider/King US President George W. Bush
Was in office when the alleged Islamic terror
attacks of September 11, 2001 took place upon North
America. This was the prophesied trigger event
which unleashed the First Horse of the Apocalypse.
He went forth “conquering and to conquer” the
following Middle East countries:

Afghanistan
2001

Iraq
2003

Pakistan
2004

Somalia
2007

Rider/King US President Barak H. Obama
Bush’s successor to the throne, and was given
his “crown” as King of the North and Rider of the
White Horse in 2009. Obama continued to fulfill
Daniel’s prophecies of bombing and overthrowing
the governments of the following sovereign
nations. Daniel 11:43 mentions Libya & Egypt…

Yemen
2010

Libya
2011

Egypt
2011

Ukraine
2014

Rider/King US President Donald J. Trump
Obama’s successor to the throne. Was crowned as
King of the North and Rider of the White Horse in
2017. Trump, in like fashion, will continue to fulfill
the prophecies of Daniel 11, this time sealing
America’s judgment initiating World War 3 with
Russia/China thus opening Revelation’s Second Seal
- the Red Horse which takes peace from the earth.
Trump has already or wants to bomb the following:

Syria
2017

Afghanistan
2017

North Korea
2017

Are you ready?

Iran ?
2017
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Chapter

2017 Update: “Fire and Fury”
US President Trump Seals America’s Judgment
“North Korea best not make any more threats to
the United States. They will be met with fire and fury like
the world has never seen. He (Kim Jong-Un) has been very threatening
beyond a normal statement. As I said, they will be
met with FIRE & FURY, and frankly power, the likes of which
this world has never seen before.”
US President Donald J. Trump, August 8, 2017
It’s been 11 years since the first printing of this shocking book of
prophecy being fulfilled in real time. It’s an incredible reality that the First Seal
of Revelation actually opened with the false-flag terror events of September 11,
2001. During those past years, the Rider King of the White Horse – the President of the United States – has continued to follow the 2002 National Security
Strategy of pre-emptive war and conquest of many sovereign countries. The
nations that have been bombed, overthrown and/or invaded under the authority
and power of the President of the United States will be highlighted in this final
chapter.
The premise of this book continues to hold true, which is frightening
because of what is prophesied to come next! Again, the Office of thePresidenof
the United States is clearly the actual identity for Daniel’s “king of the north”
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who is ALSO the prophetic Rider-King atop the biblical symbol of Messianic
war – the “White Horse” of Revelation 6:2.
There are many powers working behind the scenes which orchestrate
much of the drama that occurs on the world stage. The President of the United
States is only a figurehead in the prophecy or the lead actor in a play. The
present US President Donald J. Trump may want to be in control of US foreign
policy, the US economy, and all the other vast responsibilities he believes he
has, but he is not and never will be in control of this mighty ship, called the
USA. Who can fault the man for wanting to fulfill his presidential election campaign slogan: to “make America great again”? To accomplish such a promise,
he would like to have control. Mr. Trump, believe me, you don’t have control.
You are a puppet in a big theatre. How do you think your words of WAR will
make America great? How are you exempt from personal judgment? Remember, nations rise and fall at the discretion of Almighty Yahweh.

“Daniel the prophet said, ‘Let the name of Yahweh be blessed forever
and ever; for wisdom and power belong to Him. It is He who changes
the times and the epochs; He removes kings and establishes kings...”
Daniel 2:20-21a
Daniel was speaking to the king of Babylon at that time– King Nebuchadnezzar.
If he were alive today, Daniel would say to President Trump the same thing.
According to Daniel’s prophecy regarding the “king of the north”, US President
Trump will lead America into World War III – sealing America’s judgment. In
this war – which opens the Second Seal of Revelation 6:4 – the United States
does not come out the victor! The blood-thirsty nature and greed of the US
military-industrial complex has been clearly displayed for all to see, witness and
experience over the past 16 years. Do you think the King of the Universe – the
Righteous Judge (Prov.21:3; Ps.50:6; 89:14) will allow this mass murder and
genocide by US forces and NATO to stand? By definition: war is murder, and
those who support phony false-flag wars in the name of any nation or king, are
supporting the sin of murder. 9-11 was an inside job! The Churches of America
are complicit thru the sin of silence . The wisdom of The Proverbs reveals,

“Righteousness exalts a nation, But sin is a disgrace to any people.”
Proverbs 14:34
As a light to the world, America is to exemplify goodness, love and mercy! The
Christians of America, including their leaders, are supposed to be living by the
words of the Prophet Micah in chapter 6, verse 8…

“He has told you, O man, what is good; and what does YHWH
require of you but to do justice, and to love kindness, and
to walk humbly with your Mighty One?”
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That is the actions of righteousness which exalts a nation. Having a foundation
of kindness and mercy is what grants the mercy from heaven. But this hasn’t
been the foreign policy of the King of the North, nor the nation over which he
governs. The Apostle’s teachings are clear on this subject. Even if 9-11 had
NOT been a false-flag attack, the great Apostle Shaul (Paul) reminds us,

“Beloved, never avenge yourselves, but leave it to the wrath of YHWH,
for it is written, “Vengeance is mine, I will repay, says YHWH.”
Romans 12:19
But those of the Deep State Illuminati/CIA factions who orchestrated 9-11 were
confident that the Christian Churches would over react with emotion and
demand vengeance through the military might of the US government. This
would fulfill their plans of conquering and looting the vast “treasures” of the
Middle East, which was admitted to and described in previous chapters. With
this, we must also recognize that YHWH sees the conquests of the Middle East
as “robbery and wrong”, as the prophet foretold America in Isayah 61:8,

For I YHWH, love justice; I hate robbery and wrong;
I will faithfully give them their recompense, and I will
make an everlasting covenant (of death) with them.
Americans might want to rethink their position of supporting American foreign
policy and war. Yet, Donald J. Trump is only one man. One man cannot make
a nation great. It is the righteousness of a nation’s people which makes it great.
This too was the observation of French historian Alexis de Toequeville who
travelled to America in 1831 and wrote in his book, “Democracy in America” in
1835,

“America is great because America is good.
When America ceases to be good, America will cease to be great.”
With continual “wars and rumors of war” under the US foreign policy
of pre-emptive attacks against anyone or any sovereign country on earth,
America has lost her goodness. The Churches are not marching in the streets
demanding that their democratic voice be heard to stop the murders being waged
in the name of peace! Yes, America has lost her goodness and she is filled it
with hubris, pride and self-righteousness. America is only great in her own eyes.
Other nations and world leaders have voiced their opposition to the United
States’ unending wars of conquest, including the President of Russia…
“Today we are witnessing an almost uncontained hyper use of force – military force
– in international relations, force that is plunging the world into an abyss of
permanent conflicts. As a result we do not have sufficient strength to find a
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comprehensive solution to any one of these conflicts. Finding a
political settlement also becomes impossible. We are seeing a
greater and greater disdain for the basic principles of
international law. And independent legal norms are, as a matter
of fact, coming increasingly closer to one state’s legal system.
One state and, of course, first and foremost the United States,
has over stepped its national borders in every way.”
- Vladimir Putin at the Munich Conference on Security Policy in
Germany (February 11, 2007)

US President Donald J. Trump must expose the 9-11 inside-job
conspiracy and counsel Americans to walk in the truth and become good again
showing mercy, instead of following after the mind-control vengeance-based
tactics pushed by the Elite who love their war$ for profit. True righteousness is
displayed with goodness and mercy. In all his speeches across America, never
has he counseled the people to repent, for this is the only way America can truly
be “great” again. Nor has Trump’s Justice Department locked up the criminals
behind the 9-11 false-flag attacks! This is to his shame, and why America’s
future has tipped into its final judgment! James – brother of the Savior warned
America long ago in chapter 2, verse 13…

“For judgment will be without mercy to him
that has shewn no mercy.” - Darby Bible translation
THE RIDER… LIED TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
This same Donald J. Trump campaigned on the PROMISE to the
American people in 2016 that he would bring home the troops from
Afghanistan. This promise was the main reason for his defeat over Hillary
Clinton. But in fitting fashion, and in the prophetic role of the conquering “king
of the north”, he broke that campaign promise! Who would have guessed?!
TRUMP BREAKS PROMISE to Bring the Troops Home
Newsmax.com | Aug.24, 2017 - He articulated them forcefully to the American
electorate during last year's presidential election campaign. He actually began
attacking the war in Afghanistan long before he announced his presidential
candidacy. If he has been consistent on any public issue, it has been his opposition to this useless, lawless, costly war — until he needed to change the
subject.
Why war? Because nothing strengthens the presidency and its occupant or
commands the attention of the public or weakens domestic political opposition
as effectively as war. No rational person will argue publicly that our troops
should die or lose or lack the resources to fight even an unjust war, and often
even political opponents will jump on a wartime president's patriotic band-
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wagon. We will witness that scene again soon.
With the last anti-war holdout in his inner circle — Steve Bannon — gone,
Trump embraced the present and former generals with whom he has surrounded
himself and surrendered to their arguments. I wish he had been faithful to his
promise to the electorate to bring the troops home. Instead, he will send an
unannounced number of service members and accompanying equipment to
Afghanistan — not to rebuild the bridges and roads the U.S. destroyed there but
to fight, to kill and to "win."

Soon after taking office as the “King of the North”, President Trump
gave his war department the Pentagon permission to drop the “Mother of all
bombs” (MOAB) in the US-conquered country of Afghanistan! Does this sound
like bringing home the troops?
US Drops “Mother of All Bombs” on
ISIS Cave in Afghanistan
New York Times | April 2017 - The United States
dropped the most powerful nonnuclear bomb in its
arsenal on what it said was an ISIS cave complex in
remote Afghanistan. The bomb — called the GBU-43/B Massive Ordnance Air
Blast (MOAB) — can obliterate everything within a 1,000-yard radius. The
Pentagon said, unleashing a weapon so massive that it had to be dropped from
the rear of a cargo plane.
Then the “King of the North” couldn’t help himself but bomb another
sovereign country of the Middle East – Syria. Once again, the US President
playing the role of military savior of the world – the Rider of the White Horse!
US has long planned regime change in Syria & the removal of Bashar al-Assad.
U.S. Strikes Syrian military airfield in first direct assault on Bashar al-Assad’s
government
The Washington Post | April 7, 2017 - The U.S. military launched 59 cruise missiles at a Syrian military airfield early Friday in the first direct American assault on
the government of President Bashar al-Assad since that country’s civil war began
nearly six years ago. The operation, which the Trump administration authorized
in retaliation for a chemical attack killing scores of civilians this week, dramatically expands U.S. military involvement in Syria and exposes the United States to
heightened risk of direct confrontation with Russia and Iran, both backing Assad
in his attempt to crush his opposition.
After US Bombs Syrian Government for Third Time
in 8 Months
FAIR.org | June 2, 2017 - The United States has
bombed Syrian government–allied forces three times
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in just eight months. Major media outlets have overwhelmingly failed to ask
critical questions about these incidents, preferring instead to echo the Pentagon.
For years, media have consistently downplayed the extent of US military
intervention in Syria, and repeatedly propagated the long-debunked myth that
Washington never pursued regime change there in the first place. The distorted
reporting on these US attacks reflects this longer trend.

The US President again falls right in line with the war plans of his
generals. It’s not enough to justify bombings and invasions of the Middle East
over the alleged threats of “weapons of mass destruction” by Middle Eastern
dictators, the specter of radical Islamic terrorists has always worked out to their
advantage quite nicely. US government officials, the CIA, and the Pentagon are
all working together to prop up their boogey man to help justify their continual
war agenda…including the war against their “elusive”, yet reliable threat of
radical Islamic terrorists… not just al Qaeda, now it’s ISIS
– the most savage group of radicals there is!

“Our friends and allies (Saudi Arabia and Qatar)
started and funded ISIS to destroy Hezbollah”
US General Wesley Clark, former NATO
Supreme Allied Commander
CNN, Jan.2015

“It’s a felony to lie to Congress..and we can’t continue to say that
the Clintons are above the law, Hillary Clinton and the CIA
are arming and funding ISIS terrorists”
US Senator Rand Paul on Fox News, Oct.2016

“Why is the United States and its allies helping
al-Qaeda and other
terrorist groups (ISIS) try to take
over Syria?”
Democratic Congresswoman Tulsi Gabbard,
Jan.2017
Congresswoman who says US Funds ISIS Just Got Back from Syria
Anti-Media | Jan.31, 2017
Democratic Congresswoman Tulsi Gabbard, the lawmaker who accused the U.S.
government of funding and arming ISIS and introduced a bill to prevent it from
happening in future, recently disclosed that she met with Syrian President Bashar
al-Assad during her recent trip to Syria. The move has reportedly angered many
of her fellow congressmen and women. Upon returning from the war-stricken
nation, Gabbard released the following statement in the form of a press release:
“My visit to Syria has made it abundantly clear: Our counterproductive regime
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change war does not serve America’s interest, and it certainly isn’t in the interest
of the Syrian people. As I visited with people from across the country, and heard
heartbreaking stories of how this war has devastated their lives, I was asked,
‘Why is the United States and its allies helping al-Qaeda and other terrorist
groups try to take over Syria? Syria did not attack the United States. Al-Qaeda
did.’ I had no answer.”

Report: 12 Civilians Killed daily in Trump’s air war against ISIS
TheHill.com | July 17, 2017
More than 2,200 civilians appear to have died from U.S.-led coalition strikes in
the fight against the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) since President Trump
took office, according to an Airwars investigation for the Daily Beast. That
amounts to 12 or more civilians killed every day, according to the investigation.
That is far higher than the number of civilians Airwars researchers estimated
were killed from coalition strikes under former President Obama…

The drum beats of war never stop under the conquest agenda of the
“king of the north”. This is how US President Trump justifies military action,
just like former US President George W. Bush as well as Barack H. Obama
before him. Well, after 16 years of death and destruction, the Presidents of the
United States have created a massive humanitarian problem of displaced
refugees…most of them contaminated with depleted uranium! These poor
Islamic refugees from all over the Middle East have had to flee their homes and
countries to find a better life for themselves and their families, and they are
hopping mad!
They are the same radicalized refugees which Obama (also a devout
Muslim) began importing into the United States in 2014 giving them free money
and free housing across America under the UN-sponsored program “Sanctuary
Cities”. This importation of radicalized Islamic jihadists was another diabolical
plan of the Elite, which again, the Churches seem oblivious to as the leftist
media refuses to sound the alarm.
HARBINGER TO WORLD WAR 3
Then, on the same day as America’s
judgment Harbinger “the Great American
Eclipse”, of August 21, 2017, the Rider of
the White Horse - President Donald Trump
spoke to all the American people over mass
media and clearly emphasized the SAME
US foreign policy plans of continual war and
conquest in the Middle East, including Afghanistan. Within his rhetoric
was the unmistakable intention to engage militarily – not diplomatically – the
bellicose dictator of a nuclear-armed North Korea: Kim Jong-Un! How fitting
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that the “King of the North” prepare the American people for more WAR on the
same day as an ancient harbinger of judgment the “Great American Eclipse”!
This Harbinger Eclipse just so happened to occur on the very same day
as the 1914 European eclipse of World War 1 – exactly 103 years ago! Because
Trump is fulfilling Daniel’s prophecy, no one should be surprised at his change
of heart decision to continue the march into war. His actions will lead to America’s judgment. It has been foretold, and the Harbinger Eclipse has confirmed it.
In the near future, when history has been recorded, everyone will see
that Trump was just a pawn in a bigger game – a very dangerous game. The
powers that be have wanted to trigger World War III for a long time. They – the
Whore of Babylon – the Illuminati – the Jesuits – the Freemasons – the Reptilian
Overlords – whatever you choose to call “them”, they will use US President
Trump to initiate their final war, to bring in their New World Order.

North Korea threatens to strike US territory of
Guam after Trump’s 'fire and fury' warning
Dramatic increase in tensions after Donald Trump
warns of 'fire and fury like the world has never seen'
THE INDEPENDENT-UK | Aug.8, 2017 - North
Korea said on Wednesday it is "carefully examining" a plan to strike the US
Pacific territory of Guam with missiles, just hours after President Donald
Trump said that any threat to the United States would be met with "fire and
fury". A spokesman for the Korean People's Army, in a statement carried by
the North's state-run KCNA news agency, said the strike plan will be "put into
practice in a multi-current and consecutive way any moment" on the say-so
of leader Kim Jong-un. North Korea also accused the US of devising a
"preventive war", which it added would be met with an "all-out war wiping
out all the strongholds of enemies, including the US mainland"…."Tension is
mounting when it comes to the international situation surrounding nuclear
weapons," Nagasaki mayor Tomihisa Taue told a ceremony marking the
attack. "Strong fears are spreading that nuclear weapons may be used in the
not-so-distant future."
North Korea’s dictator Kim Jong-Un
and his saber-rattling of nuclear attack upon the
US is a set up to try and force Trump’s hand by
lashing out with military action against North
Korea’s dictator. Yes, North Korea is also a
major pawn on the global chessboard. The Elite
are moving Kim Jong-Un into position for
Trump’s check-mate – triggering the spark that
ignites World War 3. Their long awaited war will
open Revelation’s dreaded and horrifying Second Seal!
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“I fear we (US) will be in a tactical nuclear war with North Korea. This is
dangerous. For the first time in years, in the UN Security Council they had a
unanimous vote which included China and Russian sanctions on North Korea.
That means Russia and China know what I’m telling you, that this madman is
about to push this thing over the edge. When it goes over, it’s going to be
disastrous. People out in California, I’d be worried if I was you…”
- Larry Nichols, Aug.2017, Insider & Producer of The Clinton Chronicles.
North Korea Threatens to turn U.S. mainland into a 'theater of nuclear war'
LA TIMES | Aug.8,2017 - President Trump’s statement that North Korea will
meet with “fire and fury” if it continues to threaten the U.S. sent a cascade of
anger, anxiety and concern through Northeast Asia’s halls of power on Wednesday. North Korea responded with vitriol. In a statement, its Korean People’s
Army threatened to "turn the U.S. mainland into the theater of a nuclear war,”
sending a strong signal that Pyongyang’s nuclear ambitions remain unchecked. A
U.S. strike on North Korea missile and nuclear targets would be “mercilessly
repelled,” the statement continued.
North Korea is such a backward nation, that its citizens are always near
starvation to maintain fear and control by the military government of Kim JongUn. He and his military chiefs are probably the only ones who have running
water and working toilets – per US News and World Report, April 2013. A first
world nation requires a thriving middle class with a vibrant economy. In contrast to South Korea, Communist North Korea does not possess this type of free
society. Because of this, they are classified by many as a third world country.
In January 2014, the New York Post ran an article entitled, “Life Inside
the Surreal, Cruel and Sheltered North Korea” admitting the following,
“Lost among the jokes is the suffering of the average North Korean — the 24.7
million who live in abject poverty in the world’s most isolated nation. North
Korea’s human-rights record has been condemned by Human Rights Watch,
Amnesty International and the United Nations. Aside from saber-rattling, the
government maintains little communication with the outside world. The nation
has so little electricity that, in the ultimate metaphor, nighttime satellite imagery
shows North Korea gone dark, the only country in the world not illuminated.
Travelers are only allowed to move within a circumscribed part of Pyongyang and
are chaperoned and surveilled by government officials.
So: What do we really know about life inside the Hermit Kingdom?
Lost among the jokes is the suffering of the average North Korean — the 24.7
million who live in abject poverty in the world’s most isolated nation. North
Korea’s human-rights record has been condemned by Human Rights Watch,
Amnesty International and the United Nations. Aside from saber-rattling, the
government maintains little communication with the outside world.
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Jae Young Kim, a defector, wrote of a North Korean proverb: “The bird listens
during the day and the mouse does at night.” “You’re always being watched,” he
writes. “From a young age, I learned to think of the potential consequences of
everything I might say, before I said it. . . Criticism of the leaders is something
that can lead to someone being sent from their city to the countryside; to a
prison camp, or even worse.”
Jobs often come without salaries. Those who do get a paycheck, earn, on
average, between $1,000-2,000 a year. Food and clothing are rationed by the
government. Most North Koreans have access to that one TV station and one
newspaper, both state-run; they are told that their country is the only functioning and prosperous nation on Earth and that outside rages an apocalypse. Only
Elites are allowed cellphones, but they can just make calls or text — there is no
Internet.
“The majority of North Koreans believe completely in the regime,” says
Barbara Demick, a Seoul-based journalist and author of “Nothing to Envy:
Ordinary Lives in North Korea.” “They are barely surviving,” she says. “Only the
rich can afford to eat rice. They’re in a chronic state of food shortage.” The
average citizen eats twice a day — a manageable state of affairs for citizens who
lived through the great famine of the ’90s, which reduced millions of people to
eating tree bark and plucking undigested kernels of corn from animal excrement.
In September 2008, Demick became one of the few Westerners to travel beyond Pyongyang. “I saw people who appeared to be homeless sleeping in the
grass along the main street,” she writes. “Others squatted on their haunches,
heads down, apparently having nothing else to do at 10 o’clock on a week-day
morning. Walking barefoot along the sidewalk was a boy of about 9 years old
wearing a mud-stained uniform that hung below his knees …older people sifted
through grass on their hands and knees in search of edible weeds.”
One of Demick’s subjects, a young female doctor, was forced to strip apart the
few clothes she owned to use as makeshift sanitary pads — no napkins or tampons were provided at medical school. During the famine, this young doctor
struggled to treat starving children as her own hospital went without heat and
hot water. She eventually defected. “She was only out for one hour when she
saw that dogs eat better in China than doctors in North Korea,” Demick says.
“Defectors very quickly realize their life is a lie.”
“Kim Jong-un has made it clear that even though his father was brutal, he will
be even worse,” Peters says. “And his father was a very cruel man.”

If any country on earth really needed “regime change” for the sake of
freedom and democracy for its downtrodden masses, it would be Communist
North Korea! Wasn’t that one of the reasons justifying the invasion of the
Middle East to free the people from dictatorship and deliver them true peace and
prosperity? Isn’t that why so many Americans supported the wars of the White
Horse – to save humanity from evil?
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Under the US banner of freedom and democracy, have you seen this
US President extend his right hand to help the poor, downtrodden masses of
North Korea? Has Trump ever mentioned the hope of freedom and deliverance
to the prisoners of North Korea from their Communist leader? No… instead,
Trump is promising them NUCLEAR “FIRE AND FURY” with the full military
“power” and strength of the US military to swoop down upon their country!
EISENHOWER’S WARNING
Obviously then, the question must
be asked…How could such a third world
country possess the advanced technology of
nuclear weapons? Again, North Korea was
set up to be the boogeyman who taunts and
threatens the United States into war. It’s
another false-flag scenario wherein the Elite maintain total control –
controlling both sides – a long standing tactic of the Luciferians. This was the
main fear of past President Dwight D. Eisenhower, who in 1961 gave his final
farewell speech to the American people with a blunt warning of the schemes and
hidden agendas of the US “military industrial complex”…
“My fellow Americans…In the councils of government, we must guard against
the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or un-sought, by the
military-industrial complex. The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced
power exists and will persist. We must never let the weight of this combination
endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for
granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can compel the proper
meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of defense with our
peaceful methods and goals, so that security and liberty may prosper together”
Eisenhower’s Farewell Warning Made the Front Page Headlines!
The US Military-Industrial complex wants global domination! You
were introduced to the concept of “false flag terror” in the previous Chapter 7.
All of North Korea’s advanced technology was literally given to it by the US
military-industrial complex, including Donald Rumsfeld, former US Secretary
of Defense and the Pentagon!

Did Donald Rumsfeld Aid North Korea’s
Nuclear Program?
A new report reveals Rumsfeld was on Board of
Zurich firm ABB which sold N.K. two nuclear reactors
Democracy Now | May 2, 2003 – Rumsfeld was on the board of Zurich-based
firm ABB which sold North Korea two nuclear reactors. There is one image from
the 1980’s that might best highlight the ties between the Reagan and Bush White
House to Saddam Hussein’s regime in Iraq. It is a video image of a US envoy
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enthusiastically shaking hands with Hussein himself. The year was 1983 and the
envoy was Donald Rumsfeld the current Secretary of Defense…Now it turns out
the Rumsfeld is refusing to talk about his possible connections with another of
the nations in the so-called Axis of Evil: North Korea. (Remember, you think
Trump is falling for all this…You don’t think he knows better? He’s just another
“insider” – a Trojan Horse!!) A new report in Fortune magazine has unveiled that
Rumsfeld might have played a direct role in helping communist North Korea build
its potential nuclear capacity (and nuclear arsenal)…”

Again, it’s another setup…a setup for war…”wars and rumors of war”
being fulfilled before your very eyes! Kim Jong Un is an Anglo-American,
western Illuminati puppet. The current hooplah by North Korea, Kim Jong Un,
announcement of activating their nuclear bombs and possibly triggering preemptive nuclear strikes, is it simply a psyop against the American sheeple? It
will allow the Pentagon to justifiably deploy their anti-missile THAAD system
in South Korea and thus threaten China… and China knows this! The deployment of THAAD, much like the system in Europe threatening Russia, allows the
US-Pentagon a nuclear first strike capability in the event of nuclear war against
China. The target has always really been Russia AND China.
How can we be sure of such an incredible claim? The Pentagon has
clearly expressed its plans in their own National Military Strategies!

Pentagon Concludes America Not Safe Unless It Conquers the World
Paul Craig Roberts | July 10, 2015
The Pentagon has released its “National Military Strategy of the United States
of America 2015,” June 2015. http://news.usni.org/2015/07/02/document-2015u-s-national-military-strategy
The document announces a shift in focus from terrorists to “state actors” that
“are challenging international norms.” It is important to understand what these
words mean. Governments that challenge international norms are sovereign
countries that pursue policies independently of Washington’s policies. These
“revisionist states” are threats, not because they plan to attack the US, which the
Pentagon admits neither Russia nor China intend, but because they are independent. In other words, the norm is dependence on Washington.
Be sure to grasp the point: The threat is the existence of sovereign states,
whose independence of action makes them “revisionist states.” In other words,
their independence is out of step with the neoconservative Uni-power doctrine
that declares independence to be the right of Washington alone. Washington’s
History-given hegemony precludes any other being independent in its actions.
The Pentagon’s report defines the foremost “revisionist states” as Russia,
China, North Korea, and Iran. The focus is primarily on Russia. Washington hopes
to co-op China, despite the “tension to the Asia-Pacific region” that China’s
defense of its sphere of influence, a defense “inconsistent with international law”
(this from Washington, the great violator of international law), by turning over
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what remains of the American consumer market to China. It is not yet certain
that Iran has escaped the fate that Washington imposed on Iraq, Afghanistan,
Libya, Syria, Somalia, Yemen, Pakistan, Ukraine, and by complicity Palestine.
The Pentagon report is sufficiently audacious in its hypocrisy, as all statements
from Washington are, to declare that Washington and its vassals “support the
established institutions and processes dedicated to preventing conflict, respecting sovereignty, and furthering human rights.” This from the military of a
government that has invaded, bombed, and overthrown 11 governments since
the Clinton regime and is currently working to overthrow governments in
Armenia, Kyrgyzstan, Ecuador, Venezuela, Bolivia, Brazil, and Argentina.
In the Pentagon document, Russia is under fire for not acting “in accordance
with international norms,” which means Russia is not following Washington’s
leadership.

Washington Plans to Nuke Russia and China
Paul Craig Roberts | April 27, 2017 –
Not everyone likes to hear about the threat of nuclear war. Some find refuge in
denial and say that nuclear war is impossible because it makes no sense.
Unfortunately, humankind has a long record of doing things that make no sense.
In previous posts in recent years I have pointed out both written documents and
changes in US war doctrine that indicate that Washington is preparing a preemptive nuclear attack on Russia and China. More recently, I have shown that
Washington’s demonization of Russia and President Putin, the incessant lies
about Russian deeds and intentions, and the refusal of Washington to cooperate
with Russia on any issue have convinced the Russian government that Washington is preparing the Western populations for an attack on Russia. It is obvious
that China has come to the same conclusion. It is extremely dangerous to all of
mankind for Washington to convince two nuclear powers that Washington is
preparing a preemptive nuclear strike against them. It is impossible to imagine a
more reckless and irresponsible act. Yet this is precisely what Washington has
done. Lt. Gen. Viktor Poznikhir, Deputy Head of Operations of the Russian
General Staff has concluded that Washington in pursuit of global hegemony is
implementing an anti-ballistic missile system that Washington believes can
prevent a Russian nuclear response to a US pre-emptive attack. http://www.fortruss.com/2017/04/us-forces-preparing-sudden-nuclear.html Careful studies
have convinced the Russians that Washington is investing in and arranging
components that have no other function than to devastate Russia and cripple the
country’s retaliatory capability. In short, Washington is preparing to launch a
nuclear war.
The Military-Industrial Complex must LOVE Trump! WAR appears to
be Trump’s only solution to the nuclear threats being announced by North
Korea. With this coming display of power, does Trump expect to attack Iran
next?? Don’t forget: Iran remains on the Pentagon list for conquest from back
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in 2002. They are a little behind schedule, it would seem. Does Trump believe
that a successful blasting of North Korea could be good show for his future
plans to bomb and invade Iran? Who in their right mind believes that Russia
and China are going to continue to just sit idly by and watch that happen?
I recently saw this appear near the checkout stand at the local Walmart.
The article went on to say exactly as expected for the Rider of the White Horse!
THE NATIONAL ENQUIRER
Trump’s all out blitz on “Killer Dictators”
Here is how the New Administration will restore
peace and wipe out the New Axis of
Evil…Declaring the era of dictators and despots
over, President Donald Trump has green lighted a
top secret Pentagon plan to rid the earth of ALL
military madmen who murder and enslave their
own people for power and profit!
Called “Operation Clean Sweep”, the
unprecedented campaign involves coordinated
attacks on three continents – and a breathtaking
array of military hardware and troops one
Pentagon source called “the most powerful brought to bear in years!”
NORTH KOREA: Now – and leveraging our unrivaled White House and DC
sources – we take you inside the White House “Situation Room” to reveal HOW
American forces (NATO) from around the globe will “annihilate”: Nuclear
obsessed North Korean maniac Kim Jong Un, who has repeatedly threatened to
wipe the United States from the globe with his growing nuclear arsenal!
RUSSIA: Russian strongman Vladimir Putin – who has been falsely blamed for a
“murderous reign of death” by American “neocons” – has soured in Trump’s eyes
amid the fake news and “cascading revelations into his brutality…”
THE RIDER WANTS “GOD’S BLESSING”

“In the case of North Korea, God has given
Trump authority to take out Kim Jong-un.”
Pastor Robert Jeffress, President Trump’s
Evangelical Advisor, Aug.2017
From the Book of Revelation, we know that “the Whore” Church of
Babylon rides atop the Beast and is really in control of world events. This
apostate religious entity wants World War III and why those of the false
religious system give their blessing to war - in order to create chaos and impose
their one world government upon what population remains of humanity. In his
occult-like speeches to the sheeple of earth, former US President George Herbert
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Walker “Daddy” Bush termed the coming global dictatorship as “The New
World Order”.
Everyone has heard this phrase before. You even have it labeled on the
back of the US One Dollar Bill! It encircles the Illuminati all-seeing eye atop the
Egyptian style pyramid. Yes, it is this same “New World Order” which will rise
from the ashes of World War III as Revelation’s “Beast system”!
'God has given Donald Trump authority to take out Kim Jong-un,' President's
evangelical adviser says
Texas pastor Robert Jeffress makes claim as tensions escalate between
Pyongyang and Washington
THE INDEPENDENT | Aug. 9, 2017 - Texas megachurch pastor Robert
Jeffress of First Baptist Church - Dallas, one of President Donald Trump's
evangelical advisers who preached the morning of his inauguration, has released a statement saying the President has the moral authority to take out
North Korean leader Kim Jong-un. “When it comes to how we should deal
with evil doers, the Bible, in the book of Romans, is very clear: God has endowed rulers full power to use whatever means necessary - including war - to
stop evil,” Jeffress said. “In the case of North Korea, God has given Trump
authority to take out Kim Jong-un.” Jeffress said in a phone interview that he
was prompted to make the statement after Trump said that if North Korea's
threats to the United States continue, Pyongyang will be “met with fire and
fury like the world has never seen.” The biblical passage Romans 13 gives the
government authority to deal with evildoers, Jeffress said. “That gives the
government to the authority to do whatever, whether it's assassination,
capital punishment or evil punishment to quell the actions of evildoers like
Kim Jong-un,” he said. He said that many pacifist Christians will cite Romans
12, which says, “Do not repay evil for evil,” but Jeffress says that that passage
is referring to Chris-tians, not to the government. “A Christian writer asked
me, 'Don't you want the president to embody the Sermon on the Mount?'”
he said, referring to Jesus' famous sermon. “I said absolutely NOT.”
You have just read it for yourself! Having no clue as to what the
prophets of Scripture have warned, Trump’s religious advisors want WAR NOT
PEACE! Today’s Christians, the same ones who supported Bush’s bogus wars
against Islamic patsies in the Middle East, do not want their leaders exemplifying the teachings of the “Prince of Peace” (Jesus) the Savior of the world…
they want WAR! Well, if you had read OT scriptures, you would see that this
was the reality of the situation in the days of Samuel the Prophet. The people
had rejected Yahweh’s leadership and Yahweh’s representative – Samuel. And
yes, by democratic vote, they chose instead a nobody, basically, to be their new
leader or president to be, as it states, “a king who will lead us in our battles (of
war)”. Please read the entire chapter of 1 Samuel, chapter 8.
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Here again, just as the Evangelical community rallied around former US
President George W. Bush right after 9-11, the drums of war are beating again
for another pre-emptive strike against another dictator of “evil”. As long as a
threat exists upon the American people, prophecy shows that they will never put
their hope, faith and trust in the Creator to be their shield of protection.
According to 1 Samuel 8, the people will only trust in an earthly fallible king –
the Rider of the White Horse! In this great deception, Christians invoke their
God’s favor and blessing upon Trump’s next war!
What Christians also are not taught by their false preachers is the fact
that the Hebrew word pronounced “GOD” or “GAWD” (Strong’s Concordance
Hebrew #1410) literally means: (military) troops cometh! The Patriarch’s and
Prophets of ancient Israel never prayed to “Gawd” as this was not the identity
nor name of the Most High whom they served. In the ancient Hebrew texts, the
Masoretic Text and the Dead Sea Scrolls, “God” was never the name of the
Creator. It was the Hebrew name of Jacob’s ninth son thru Zilpah – the young
maid of Leah. The true pronunciation of the name of Jacob’s son was never
pronounced GAD. It was misspelled as “Gad” on purpose to hide its true pronunciation. The true transliteration of the name of Jacob’s son is GAWD or
“GOD”, again meaning: military troops cometh! (See Genesis 30:11).
This word came to replace the name ‘Yahweh’ in the English translations of the Old Testament, to reinforce the Jewish tradition of avoiding speaking the ‘ineffable name’ (YHWH). However, back in ancient times, there was a
pagan diety of Babylon and Canaan which was invoked under this particular
pronunciation: Baal Gawd (See Joshua 11:17 and 12:7) By teaching the lie that
the common man must avoid speaking the name Yahweh, they are actually
proving to the world that that is indeed the correct pronunciation of the true
name of the Most High. If ancient Israel, nor the Messiah never prayed to
GAWD, then you have to ask yourself…should I?
This ministry has produced the most accurate English translation of the
New Covenant Scriptures to date containing both the original and true pronunciations of both the Most High Creator Yahweh and His firstborn Son (from the
dead) the risen Messiah Yahsha! You may download for FREE the PDF eBook
at the website: www.TheGreatInvitation.net , under the title:

THE NEW COVENANT - Paleo Signature Edition,
or you may purchase it in paperback form through Amazon.com under the same
title. This is the only version on earth at this time to contain the restored name
of the Savior of the world! Don’t you think it’s time to begin using it in your
prayers and praise? If you don’t know His name – how can you be saved?

“How then shall they call on him in whom they have not believed?
and how shall they believe in him whom they have not heard?
and how shall they hear without a preacher?” Romans 10:14
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If you had read our book, BABYLON’S TROJAN HORSE – 666 in
Jesus Name you would understand why all those who serve “H’SOOS”/Jesus
get so excited about going to war. If you have not read this FREE online eBook
at www.TheGreatInvitation.net, then you don’t realize that “Jesus” in the
Hebrew language is pronounced as “H’-soos”, which means: the Horse! This
“beast” is the image of WAR - man’s war machine as depicted in many bible
prophecies, including “The Four Horses of the Apocalypse” on full display and
horror in the Book of Revelation chapter 6!
THE RED HORSE REACTION
With the 16th anniversary of the 9-11 terror
attack upon the USA fast approaching, it’s time the
unrepentant American public realize that the worst is
yet to come! Indeed the First Seal of Revelation’s
judgments opened on 9-11, now the world can expect
the horrifying nightmare of a great third world war!
This is the Second Seal and the nuclear “Red Horse”!
For the past 10 years, the US President – the
Rider king of the White Horse (USA/ NATO) - has
relentlessly attacked and invaded the oil-rich nations
of the Middle East – just as Daniel 11:40-43 prophesied! Now, the Red Horse –
Chinese & Russian Alliance - has prepared itself to bring an end to this rogue
world power – Western Civilization. You are about to witness the ultimate
“Clash of Civilizations” just as prophecy declares in Daniel 11:44b,
“therefore, he shall go out with great FURY to destroy and annihilate many.”
This is when “nation rises against nation and kingdom against kingdom”
(Matthew 24). You are living in the last days and America is about to feel the
full brunt of YHWH’s judging hand for its many sins.
SPY WARNS OF RUSSIAN WAR PLANS
Stanislav Lunev -the highest-ranking GRU
(Russian military intelligence) officer ever to
defect from Russia -- also warns that Russia is
preparing for war against the United States.
Lunev's book Through the Eyes of the Enemy
states categorically that the Cold War is not
over and that Russia continues to plan for a
nuclear war. "Russia remains terrified of the (out-of-control) power of America,
and Russian military intelligence does everything it can prepare for a war that it
considers inevitable," he wrote. This war, Lunev details, would employ nuclear,
biological and chemical weapons against America.
RUSSIAN PLANS: KILL US LEADERS
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Lunev explains war would begin with the infiltration of Russian special operations
troops into the US, who would kill top political and military leaders. Lunev also
warns that Russian GRU (military intelligence) agents have already deposited,
near key water reservoirs, deadly poisons and toxins which would result in
millions of civilians being ravaged by disease. Lunev says, for instance, that the
Russians have determined that they could wipe out a significant part of the
population of Florida by polluting water sources in the Carolinas. Another part of
Russia's plan, according to Lunev, is deployed suitcase nuclear bombs at strategic
points throughout the US. Lunev says he personally scouted a site in the Hudson
Valley just above New York City for one such suitcase nuke. Lunev has also told
me that the democracy movement in Russia was a charade (“Perestroika
Deception”) and part of a “plan" to get the public of the West to accept disarmament achieving through deception what the Soviet Union was never able to
achieve militarily. Lunev explained that China was pursuing parallel policies,
absorbing as much Western aid and technology as possible before a final
confrontation, which Lunev regarded as imminent.
CHINA READY FOR WAR - AGAINST THE US, IF NECESSARY
LA TIMES | Aug.8,2017
“China has made it clear that should North Korea come
under attack, China would act to protect its national
interests” To mark the 90th birthday of the People’s Liberation Army on Aug. 1,
China’s President Xi Jinping went to the Inner Mongolian steppe to the site where
Genghis Khan began his conquest of Eurasia. There, at Zhurihe, he was welcomed
by an impressive display of China’s martial might: a parade of Chinese troops,
tanks, helicopters, aircraft and missiles. But the main course was a massive war
game demonstrating the state of China‘s preparation to “fight and win” future
military conflicts. For what war is the PLA preparing? Recent events should
make the answer abundantly clear.
In July, North Korea conducted two ICBM tests that put the American heartland within reach of its nuclear weapons. In response, the U.S. flew two B-1
bombers over the Korean peninsula to send the message, in the words of Pacific
Air Forces commander Gen. Terrence J. O’Shaughnessy, that the U.S. is “ready to
respond with rapid, lethal and overwhelming force at a time and place of our
choosing.” Xi’s parade, along with recent Chinese military maneuvers, sends an
equally unambiguous message: If war breaks out on the Korean peninsula, China
is ready to protect its national interests. A major pillar of Xi’s program for
“making China great again” is building a modern military fully “capable of fighting
and winning” a 21st century war ― including, if need be, against the United
States…
“The world is not peaceful,” Xi said at Zhurihe, warning, “we need more than
any period in history to build a strong people’s military.” Notably, the exercises
there featured Chinese forces facing off against a “Blue Force” modeled on the
command structure, technology, weaponry and tactics of the United States.
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As Secretary of Defense James N. Mattis keeps saying, North Korea is a “clear
and present” threat. Events there could drag the U.S. and China into a major war
neither wants.
Especially in the context of Thucydides’ Trap ― the dangerous dynamic when a
rising power threatens to displace the ruling one ― once military machines are in
motion, misunderstandings and miscalculations could escalate all too easily to a
catastrophic conflict no one intended.

THE “RED HORSE” – the Sino-Russian Alliance the SCO

The goals of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) are defensive in nature. The SCO consists of the following nation states: Russia, China,
India, Iran, Pakistan, Mongolia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and
Tajikistan. Other allies of this arrangement include the official members of the
BRICS nations: Brazil and South Africa. The economic objectives of the SCO
are to integrate and unite Eurasian economies against the economic and financial
onslaught and manipulation from the “Trilateral” of North America, West
Europe, and Japan, which controls significant portions of the global economy.
Pro-Zionist America and Britain, the Anglo-American alliance, have engaged in
an ambitious project (PNAC) to control Eurasia’s global energy resources. Their
empirialist actions have resulted in a series of complicated reactions, which have
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established a Eurasian-based coalition (SCO) which has been preparing to
challenge the NATO Axis (White Horse).
RUSSIA THREATENS NUKE STRIKE
Recent statements coming from one of Russia’s
highest-ranking military commanders indicate that America and Israel plan to go
ahead with war on Iran despite the release of the National Intelligence
Estimatelate last year (2007). Russia’s military chief of staff General Yuri
Baluyevsky threatened the use of nuclear weapons in case of a major threat. He
said that, they nevertheless “consider it necessary for everyone around the world
com-munity to clearly understand, that to defend the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of Russia and its allies, military forces will be used, including, preventively, the use of nuclear weapons.”
What is of particular importance in General’s statement is his mention
of “defending the sovereignty and territorial integrity” of, not just Russia, but
her “allies” as well. Baluyevsky’s statement, despite the stark and apocalyptic
themes pervading it, comes as no surprise. Over the course of the past year,
Russia has taken on an increasingly aggressive defensive posture with regard to
the West as a result of what it sees as an overall plan of encircling her with
NATO forces that threaten her existence. Both Iran and Syria remain on Israel
and America’s list of countries targeted for invasion and conquest. Both are important trading partners occupying Russia’s peripheries and therefore a first-line
defense.
Invasion of Iran would trigger World War III
8/31/08 | Tehran Times Political Desk
TEHRAN – Brigadier General Massud Jazayeri said …any military invasion of Iran
would trigger another world war. “Any aggression against Iran would be the start
of the world war. The exorbitant demands of the U.S. leaders and the global
Zionism which have created the current situation in Iraq, Afghanistan, Sudan, and
Caucasus are gradually directing the world to the edge of the cliff,” Jazayeri
opined.
Attack Iran and you attack Russia (the Red Horse)
10/26/2007 | Asia-Times - Putin and Iran’s leader have agreed on a plan to
nullify the US’s relentless drive towards launching a preemptive attack, perhaps a
tactical nuclear strike, against Iran. An American attack on Iran will be viewed by
Moscow as an attack on Russia…
Chinese Sub Surprises U.S. Aircraft Carrier Battle Group, Surfaces Within
Striking Distance
November 10th, 2010
The United States Navy was performing exercises between Japan and Taiwan
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when a lone Chinese submarine did the unthinkable. It surfaced, undetected,
within striking range. US military chiefs have been left dumbstruck by an
undetected Chinese submarine popping up at the heart of a recent Pacific
exercise and close to the vast U.S.S. Kitty Hawk – a
1,000 ft. super carrier with 4,500 personnel on board.
By the time it surfaced the 160ft Song Class dieselelectric attack submarine is understood to have sailed
within viable range for launching torpedoes or
missiles at the carrier. According to senior NATO
officials the incident caused consternation in the U.S.
Navy. The US had no idea China’s fast-growing submarine fleet had reached such
a level of sophistication or that it posed a threat.

A CLOSER EXAMINATION
These are the realities of our present day – August 2017. The Red
Horse nations will not sit idly by and just watch the White Horse conquer those
of their alliance. The Rider of the White Horse spoke of “fire and fury” against
the threats of North Korea. These are the words right out of Daniel’s prophecy
in chapter 11, verse 44…let’s take a closer look at what Pres. Trump will fulfill,

“But tidings from the (Far) East and the North (Korea) shall trouble
him (Trump); therefore, he (Trump) shall go out (militarily) with
great FURY to destroy and make away (annihilate) many.”
Daniel 11:44 (KJV)
The King James Version is being quoted above because all the words found in
the KJV are used throughout the popular Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance.
With that we can get a better definition and idea of what these original Hebrew
words mean. This closer examination of the words will give you a better look at
how the current situation between North Korea’s dictator and US President
Trump is truly fulfilling this prophecy right before our eyes.
The words that are underlined in the above verse are detailed here:
Tidings: Heb#8052 shemuah – meaning: to hear a report, news,
rumors, announcement.
The bellicose threats and rantings of Kim Jong-Un have been announced all
over the news, which fulfills the English translation “tidings” or “news” found
within most Bible versions.
Trouble: Heb#926 bahal – meaning: to disturb, terrify, nervous, be anxious,
afraid, hurriedly
US President Trump – the King of the North – has shown much anxiousness
and appears very disturbed by the terrifying threats from the N.K. dictator.
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Fury: Heb#2534 kamah – meaning: heat, wrath, indignation, rage
This is the very word “fury” which the King of the North used on August 8,
2017 in reaction to the threatenings of Kim Jong-Un. Trump’s intention of a
furious nuclear response was unmistakable from his speech.
Destroy: Heb#8045 shamad – meaning: annihilate, exterminate, be devastated,
destruction, overthrown, perish
This word is self explanatory. The coming attack upon North Korea by US
military forces will completely overthrow by devastating the country with
nuclear weapons, not used since the end of World War II upon Japan.
Make Away: Heb#2763 kharam – meaning: to dedicate to extermination
completely, (annihilate)
The New King James Version prefers the word annihilate. We see from this
prophecy that North Korea may no longer even physically exist as a nation or
a people after this coming fiery nuclear attack by the “King of the North”.
There can be only one conclusion: US President Donald J. Trump – the
Rider of the White Horse of Revelation 6:2 will has already initiated World War
III. It is on the horizon. This final chapter was written as prophecy yet to be
fulfilled. But after this year, this book could very well be a very accurate
HISTORY book! It’s time for American people to wake up to the coming
judgments of the Lamb upon this land and her people. Let President Trump
know that he must NOT bomb North Korea – no matter what the madman from
North Korea says or does. America has been boxed into a “catch-22”
situation…2017 is the year of Checkmate... judgment has been sealed upon US.
President Trump will be sent a copy of this book, which I pray he will
take seriously. Whether he gets it or not, or even reads it not, there is no way of
knowing. The future lay before us. Prophecy will be fulfilled. There’s only one
thing a person can do…Pray and ask for forgiveness and giving your life over to
His will and His truth. May His mercy come upon you. May you be “counted
worthy to escape the things which must shortly come to pass…” – Luke 21:36

As surely as Yahweh lives,
Save your remnant Abba Yahweh!
I hope to see you at the Great Wedding Feast - 2026!
Shalom,

Ambassador Beniah
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